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Staying close to home: Marine
habitat selection by foraging
yellow-eyed penguins using
spatial distribution models

Rachel P. Hickcox1, Thomas Mattern1,2,
Mariano Rodrı́guez-Recio3, Melanie J. Young1,
Yolanda van Heezik1† and Philip J. Seddon1*†

1Department of Zoology, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand, 2Global Penguin Society,
Puerto Madryn, Chubut, Argentina, 3Biodiversity and Conservation Unit, Department of Biology,
Geology, Physics, and Inorganic Chemistry, King Juan Carlos University, Móstoles, Madrid, Spain
Endangered yellow-eyed penguins (Megadyptes antipodes) are central-place,

benthic-diving foragers that search for prey in the productive marine areas off

the coast of the South Island, New Zealand. Like other seabirds, they target

specific, reliable areas of high prey abundance, which are often associated with

oceanographic characteristics such as bathymetry, seafloor sediment type, and

sea surface temperature. Employing GPS tracking data collected between

2003 and 2021, we created species distribution models using maximum

entropy modelling (Maxent) to determine foraging space use and habitat

suitability for yellow-eyed penguins across their entire South Island range

and within five distinct subpopulations: Banks Peninsula, North Otago, Otago

Peninsula, the Catlins, and Stewart Island. We quantified the importance of

environmental variables for predicting foraging site selection during and

outside the breeding season. Significant regional variation existed in

predicted probability of penguin presence, and proximity to the nearest

breeding area was a key predictor of suitable foraging habitat. When distance

was not included in the models, dissolved oxygen concentration was the most

important predictor in the overall South Island model and the North Otago,

Otago Peninsula, and the Catlins subpopulation models, whereas water current

speed andmeanmonthly turbidity weremost important in Banks Peninsula and

Stewart Island subpopulation models, respectively. Dynamic variables related

to prey availability were often the most important variables in model

predictions of the habitat selection of yellow-eyed penguins. Visualisations

and findings from this study, particularly of the observed interactions between

penguins and their marine habitat, can be used to direct conservation and

resources during marine spatial planning and species management.

KEYWORDS

yellow-eyed penguins, spatial distribution models, Maxent, foraging habitat, habitat
selection, Megadyptes antipodes
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Introduction

Penguins are central-place foragers that depend on the ocean

and the land for survival. At sea, they require a predictable and

reliable prey source, and their space use is frequently associated

with prey abundance (Ropert-Coudert et al., 2019). Penguins

target productive areas such as frontal zones and shelf edges

(Wilson et al., 2001; Weimerskirch, 2007; Bost et al., 2009;

Kowalczyk et al., 2015), responding to resource accessibility,

geography, environmental variability, and penguin population

dynamics such as intra/interspecific competition (Masello et al.,

2010; Harris et al., 2020). By relating environmental variables

and foraging areas, it is possible to identify and predict foraging

hotspots and habitat suitability, quantify tolerances or selection

in relation to environmental gradients, and explore the effects of

environmental change (Franklin and Miller, 2009). When

suitable foraging areas have been identified, targeted site-

specific conservation measures can be implemented to protect

declining and threatened species such as penguins.

The endangered yellow-eyed penguin (Megadyptes

antipodes; hoiho or takaraka in te reo Māori) is endemic to

the South Island/Te Wai Pounamu of New Zealand/Aotearoa,

Stewart Island/Rakiura and adjacent islands, and the

Subantarctic Auckland Islands/Motu Maha and Campbell

Island/Motu Ihupuku (BirdLife International, 2020). As

specialised, inshore, benthic foragers, yellow-eyed penguins

exploit the predictability of prey at the seafloor (Mattern et al.,

2013). Several studies have hypothesised that bathymetry

(Moore et al., 1995; Moore, 1999; Mattern et al., 2007;

Mattern, 2020), seafloor sediment type (Mattern et al., 2013;

Mattern et al., 2018a; Mattern and Ellenberg, 2018; Mattern,

2020), water properties such as salinity and currents (Moore

et al., 1995), and seafloor structures (Mattern et al., 2013;

Mattern et al., 2018a) influence yellow-eyed penguin

distribution and habitat selection. Sea surface temperatures

have also been related to adult survival and breeding success

(Peacock et al., 2000; Mattern et al., 2017). Productive regions

around current systems and frontal zones are important areas

for many pelagic foraging seabird and penguin species (Hull

et al., 1997; Boersma and Rebstock, 2009; Bost et al., 2009;

Mattern et al., 2018b). In New Zealand, the northward flowing

Southland Current is bounded by the Subtropical Front where

Subtropical and Subantarctic waters meet (Gorman et al., 2013;

Stevens et al., 2019; Stephenson et al., 2020). These currents and

fronts extend to the seafloor during parts of the year due to the

shallow (<150m) continental shelf around the South Island

(Hopkins et al., 2010; Stevens et al., 2019), which could

directly influence benthic foraging yellow-eyed penguins.

While the benthos is generally less impacted by these dynamic

systems, they do facilitate areas of high productivity throughout

the water column. This heterogeneity in productivity is likely to
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
result in varying habitat suitability for specific subpopulations of

penguins across different geographic regions.

As central-place foragers, yellow-eyed penguins are limited to

foraging in proximity to nesting sites (hereafter referred to as

colonies, although typically consisting of 1-10 breeding pairs).

Outside the breeding season, their range is less likely to be

bounded by distance to their colony (Mattern, 2020). While

penguin habitat use may be different throughout the year, their

tolerance for certain environmental conditions might remain

consistent. Several studies have analysed yellow-eyed penguin

diving behaviour (Mattern et al., 2013; Mattern et al., 2007;

Chilvers et al., 2014; Muller et al., 2020; Elley et al., 2022) and

foraging range (Moore et al., 1995; Moore, 1999; Muller et al.,

2021; Young et al., 2022). However, this is the first study that

investigates the environmental drivers influencing marine habitat

selection. Using the most comprehensive and long-term marine

tracking dataset for mainland New Zealand yellow-eyed penguins,

we fitted maximum entropy (Maxent) marine species distribution

models (SDMs) using ten physical, spatial, and climatic

environmental features. We estimated breeding and non-

breeding marine habitat suitability (environmental space) and

distribution (geographic space) for five subpopulations, quantified

the importance of certain environmental predictors in model

predictions, and evaluated how central-place foraging behaviour

influenced habitat selection.

We predicted that yellow-eyed penguins are exploiting the

majority of suitable foraging habitat and that distance to the

nearest colony, bathymetry, and sediment type are the most

influential environmental factors affecting their current

distribution. Assuming that excluding colony distance is

equivalent to a non-breeding distribution, we also predicted

that breeding and non-breeding areas of high probability of

presence would be congruent, even though overall space use

would extend over a larger area outside of the breeding season.

We also expected significant differences in foraging range

between subpopulations, reflecting diverging environmental

characteristics and varying dive metrics. By quantifying the

current distribution of yellow-eyed penguins and identifying

the environmental predictors that best explain their patterns of

marine habitat use, we can anticipate the impacts of future

environmental change, predict how penguins might adapt or

respond to such changes, and inform specific, effective

conservation methods to avert localised extinctions.
Materials and methods

GPS-TDR logger deployments

Yellow-eyed penguins were tracked at sea using GPS dive

loggers. Tracking was conducted from 2003-2021 as part of
frontiersin.org
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several projects and collated for the purpose of this research

(Mattern, 2006; Mattern et al., 2007; Mattern et al., 2013;

Mattern, 2020; Elley et al., 2022; Young, 2022), including

Department of Conservation’s Conservation Services

Programme contracts (POP2016-05, POP2018-02, and

POP2020-05). Fieldwork was conducted at 22 colonies across

the South Island, New Zealand, including Stewart Island and

Codfish Island/Whenua Hou (Figure 1). Data collection

occurred during the breeding (October to March), premoult

(February to April), and winter (April to September) seasons

over multiple years beginning in 2003. See Table 1 for sample

sizes. Colonies were chosen based on the number of resident

breeding pairs and represent the wider population.

For all device deployments, yellow-eyed penguins were

intercepted at their nest or as they returned to their colonies

after a foraging trip. Each penguin was weighed in a cloth bag to

the nearest 50 g using a Pesola scale and head and foot
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
measurements were taken using an osteometric board. Only

penguins weighing more than 4.5 kg were fitted with a GPS dive

logger. Using waterproof Tesa tape (No. 4651, Beiersdorf AG,

Hamburg, Germany), the logger was attached to the dorsal

feathers of the penguin ’s lower back following the

methodology of Wilson et al. (1997). For some longer

deployments in 2019-2021, cable ties were inserted under the

feathers and tightened around the device for additional

attachment security. A rubber-based glue was spread over the

top of the tape and cable ties (Mattern et al., 2007; Mattern et al.,

2013). After a total handling time of < 20 minutes, the penguin

was then released at the site of capture or within 1 m of the nest.

The loggers were retrieved after 6-20 days in a manner that

prevented plumage damage, and handling time was <

10 minutes.

All animal handling and data collection were permitted

under several New Zealand Wildlife Act 1953 authorities
FIGURE 1

Distribution of breeding colonies across the South Island and Stewart Island, New Zealand and the GPS foraging trip data used in this study.
Tracks and colonies are coloured by region. White circles denote colonies with at least one confirmed nest since 2003 but with no GPS tracking
data. The grey area is the study extent.
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(78325-FAU, 50925-FAU, SOUCO-45822 CR AP) and carried

out in accordance with University of Otago’s Animal Ethics

Authority AEC (AUP-19-92, 48/16, 32/03) and the New Zealand

Department of Conservation Animal Ethics Committee

(AEC336 and AEC389).

For data collected before 2016 (Mattern, 2006; Mattern et al.,

2007; Mattern et al., 2013), GPS-TDlog devices were used (Earth

and Ocean Technologies, Kiel, Germany; dimensions: L x W x

H = 100 x 48 x 24 mm, mass: ca. 70 g). For data collected after

2016 (Elley et al., 2022; Young, 2022), Axy-Trek marine GPS-TDR

loggers were used (Technosmart, Rome, Italy). The Axy-Trek

loggers varied in size (L x W x H = 65 x 39 x 14 mm or 69 x 40 x

14 mm) andmass (46-59 g) depending on battery size. A 59 g GPS

logger constitutes 1.1% of the body mass of a 5.5 kg yellow-eyed

penguin (male mean breedingmass (Marchant and Higgins, 1990;
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
Seddon et al., 2013). The frontal area of the loggers is less than

2.0% of a yellow-eyed penguin’s cross-sectional area (Mattern

et al., 2007). The devices were streamlined and positioned low on

the back to reduce drag (Bannasch et al., 1994; Ropert-Coudert

et al., 2002). No effect of logger deployment on lifetime

reproductive success (Stein et al., 2017), nest attendance,

breeding success (Mattern et al., 2007), nor foraging capabilities

(Mattern et al., 2018a) has been found in yellow-eyed penguins.

The GPS loggers were programmed to record a geographical

position at 60- or 90-second intervals during the day, with a 15-

minute interval overnight from 23:00 – 06:00 to conserve battery

while penguins are most likely on land. Pressure, depth, and

temperature were recorded at a 1-second interval, and tri-axial

accelerometer data were recorded at 25 Hz per second (Mattern,

2006; Mattern et al., 2007; Mattern et al., 2013).
TABLE 1 Sample sizes of GPS-tracked, adult yellow-eyed penguins from each breeding colony and geographic region according to sex (female-F,
male-M) and season (breeding-BR, premoult-PM, winter-WI).

Sex Season Total Coordinates

Site F M BR PM WI Ind Deploy Longitude Latitude

Banks Peninsula

Goughs Bay – 1 – – 1 1 1 173.10 -43.81

Unnamed Bay – 1 1 – – 1 1 173.06 -43.84

Shell Bay 1 1 1 1 – 2 2 173.09 -43.83

North Otago

Bobbys Head 2 1 1 2 3 3 8 170.76 -45.53

Bushy Beach 2 8 7 – 3 10 12 170.98 -45.12

Otago Peninsula

Aramoana 2 5 2 5 4 7 14 170.70 -45.77

Boulder Beach 13 14 27 – – 27 29 170.62 -45.90

Alfred and Cicely 3 3 – 3 4 5 9 170.71 -45.87

Papanui 3 7 5 3 5 10 13 170.74 -45.86

Victory Beach – 1 – – 1 1 2 170.73 -45.83

Catlins

Haywards Point 1 1 – 1 1 2 2 169.54 -46.56

Hinahina Cove 3 1 – – 4 4 4 169.66 -46.53

Long Point 4 5 3 1 7 9 11 169.58 -46.56

Mahaka Point 1 – 1 – – 1 1 169.47 -46.58

Nugget Point 3 3 – 2 5 6 7 169.80 -46.44

Penguin Bay 1 1 – 2 1 3 4 169.69 -46.51

Te Rere 1 1 1 – 1 2 2 169.20 -46.65

Stewart Island

Groper Island 2 3 5 – – 5 5 168.15 -46.95

Golden Beach 1 2 3 – – 3 4 168.02 -46.80

Rollers Beach 2 2 4 – – 4 4 167.99 -46.77

Pigeon House 3 4 7 – – 7 7 167.66 -47.22

Codfish Island 9 13 22 – – 22 22 167.64 -46.76

TOTAL 57 78 90 20 40 135 164
fron
The total number of individual penguins (Sex, Season, Ind) is differentiated from the total number of deployments (Deploy) due to repeated tracking of some individuals over multiple years
and/or seasons. Coordinates for each breeding site (WGS84 coordinate system) were used for all distance measurements.
tiersin.org
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Occurrence data

Data collected before 2016 were processed prior to this study

with custom-written MATLAB code (v6.5, Mathworks, Inc.,

Natick, MA, USA; T. Mattern, unpub.). The supplied data

included the GPS coordinates of each dive, timestamp, foraging

trip number, maximum dive depth, and dive type (benthic or

pelagic) classification. Refer to Mattern (2006) for a full

methodology. We processed all data collected from 2016

onwards and conducted data analyses using custom-written

scripts in R 4.0.3 (R Core Team, 2021), which are described

henceforth along with the packages used for analyses. First, we

removed any GPS points on land or indicating ground speed

greater than or equal to 7.4 m/s (based on preliminary data

exploration and expert knowledge) and any points derived from

communications with fewer than three satellites to exclude

inaccurate fixes (Recio et al., 2011). We differentiated individual

foraging trips if the time interval between successive GPS points

was greater than six hours. To account for irregular fix frequencies

that occurred due to the limited surface time between dives, as well

as possible differences in sample rate depending on the GPS

settings, we linearly interpolated all GPS points per trip to 60-

second intervals using the adehabitatLT package (v3.25) (Calenge,

2006).We omitted points that were interpolated between two GPS

fixes if the temporal gap exceeded one hour.

We identified individual dive events from the depth,

temperature, and accelerometer data recorded at 1-second

intervals using the diveMove package (v1.5.2) (Luque, 2020).

We zero-offset corrected each dive to account for potential drift

in pressure sensors (Luque and Fried, 2011). For consistency of

dive identification across multiple datasets, we accepted only

dive events that exceeded 3 m (Mattern et al., 2013; Mattern

et al., 2007). However, penguins from Groper Island, part of

Stewart Island, performed an abundance of atypical, shallow

foraging dives less than 1 m deep (verified via camera

deployment, Mattern and Ellenberg, 2021), therefore dives

exceeding 0.5 m were accepted for Groper Island penguins. To

determine a geographic coordinate for each dive, we combined

interpolated GPS points with dive data using the mean time

between the beginning of descent and beginning of ascent and

equivalent GPS timestamps, formatted using the lubridate

package (v1.7) (Grolemund and Wickham, 2011).

We further sub-sampled one valid dive event per hour (first

point/hour) for each foraging trip from 135 individuals tracked

over 164 deployments to reduce temporal redundancy and

spatial clustering (Hartel et al., 2020). We chose this method

over other methods (e.g., distance sampling, random sampling),

because it increased spatial and temporal independence while

mitigating sampling differences (Boria et al., 2014). We split this

final dataset into subsets according to subpopulation (Table 1).

We used several R packages associated with tidyverse (Wickham
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
et al., 2019), sp (v1.4-5) (Pebesma and Bivand, 2005; Bivand

et al., 2013), and the raster package (v.3.3-13) (Hijmans, 2020)

for general geographic data analyses.
Environmental data

We considered 19 high-resolution gridded environmental

predictors (Table 2). Hydrographic features included long-term,

annual mean concentrations of dissolved oxygen (sf_do), salinity

(sf_salinity), nitrogen (sf_nitrogen), aragonite (sf_aragonite),

and silicate (sf_silicate) at the seafloor, seafloor temperature

(sf_temperature), and tidal current speed (currents), as well as

long-term (2002-2018) mean, maximum, and minimum annual

sea surface temperature (sst), chlorophyll a concentrations

(chla), and turbidity (turb). Physical terrain features included

seafloor sediment type percentages of mud, sand, gravel,

carbonate (carbon) and bathymetry. Additionally, we

considered several distance layers, as proxies for dispersal and

geographic limitations. Using coordinates and nest counts

queried from the Yellow-eyed Penguin Database (Department

of Conservation, 2021), we calculated distance to (i) the nearest

breeding colony with at least one nest since 2006 (distcolonyall)

and to (ii) the nearest breeding colony where penguins were

caught (distcolony) using the Euclidean Distance tool in ArcGIS

Pro (v2.7.0) (ESRI Inc, 2019). This tool calculated the shortest

Euclidean distance between the cell centres of an empty raster

grid with a cell size of 500 m (i.e., fishnet raster) and the nearest

feature of reference. We used the coastline of the South Island

and Stewart Island, based on the Topo50 NZ Coastlines and

Islands Polygons layer from the Land Information New Zealand

Data Service (https://data.linz.govt.nz/) (LINZ, 2020) to

delineate (iii) distance to land (distland) and the 500 m

contour derived from the bathymetry layer to represent the

(iv) distance to the continental shelf break (dist500m). We

extracted the raster data to the extent of the empty fishnet

raster that was used to derive the distance layers (Figure 1).

During rescaling, we applied bilinear interpolation for layers that

had a cell size greater than 500 m (e.g., sediment type) and took

the mean value for layers that had a cell size less than 500 m (e.g.,

bathymetry). To compare distributions between subpopulations,

we extracted and rasterised final predictors to 500 m resolution

fishnet grids of five regional/subpopulation extents: (from north

to south) Banks Peninsula, North Otago, Otago Peninsula,

Catlins, and Stewart Island.

To avoid multicollinearity in the models, we removed

collinear predictors with Spearman’s correlation coefficients >

0.7 or with variable inflation factors (VIF) > 10 (Dormann et al.,

2013) using the usdm package (v1.1-18) (Naimi et al., 2014). See

Supplementary Material Figure 1 for the correlation matrix

created using the corrplot package (v0.84) (Wei and Simko,
frontiersin.org
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2017). Some multicollinearity is acceptable in Maxent (Elith

et al., 2011), so we subjectively retained several predictors that

were hypothesised to be highly important for penguin

distribution (e.g., bathymetry, seafloor sediment type). A final

dataset of ten predictors were used for modelling (Figure 2):

bathymetry, distcolony, current, mud, gravel, sand, carbon,

sf_do, sst_mean, and turb_mean.
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
Model implementation

We used the machine-learning SDM method maximum

entropy (Maxent v3.4.3) (Phillips et al., 2006) to model the

marine habitat suitability for yellow-eyed penguins. Maxent is a

frequently used, open-access, presence-only method appropriate

for data obtained from high frequency GPS tracking (Phillips
TABLE 2 Environmental predictor variables considered in Maxent species distribution models.

Variable
Name

Variable
Abbreviation

Units Native
Resolution

Description and Citation

Bathymetry bathymetry m 250m Seafloor depth interpolated using multibeam and single-beam survey data (Mitchell et al., 2012). Source:
National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA).

Distance to
tracked
colony

distcolony m n/a Shortest Euclidean distance of cell centroids to the nearest yellow-eyed penguin colony where GPS tracking
occurred. Created in ArcGIS Pro using a 500m grid. Source: Department of Conservation (DOC).

Distance to
any colony

distcolonyall m n/a Shortest Euclidean distance of cell centroids to the nearest yellow-eyed penguin colony that had at least 1
nest between 2006-2021 (DOC, 2021). Created in ArcGIS Pro using a 500m grid. Source: DOC.

Mud mud % 1km Mud percentage from the top 10 cm of the seafloor sourced from survey data and DBSEABED database
(Jenkins, 2010). Bostock et al. (2019) compiled all data and used a kriging method to interpolate
percentage/cell. Source: NIWA, unpublished (http://www.nzodn.nz).

Gravel gravel % 1km Gravel percentage, same methodology and source as mud layer.

Sand sand % 1km Sand percentage, same methodology and source as mud layer.

Carbonate carbon % 1km Carbonate material percentage, same methodology and source as mud layer.

Dissolved
oxygen at
depth

sf_do ml/l 1km Annual mean dissolved oxygen concentration at the seafloor (Ridgway et al., 2002). From CSIRO Atlas of
Regional Seas (CSIRO, 2009). Source: Stephenson et al. (2018); NIWA, unpublished.

Tidal current
speed

currents m/s 1km Maximum depth-averaged (NZ bathymetry) flows from tidal currents calculated from a tidal model for
New Zealand waters (Walters et al., 2001). Source: Stephenson et al. (2018); NIWA, unpublished.

Sea surface
temperature
mean

sst_mean °C 500m Mean monthly sea surface temperature 2003-2018, estimated from MODIS-Aqua satellite imagery
(Pinkerton et al., 2018). Source: NIWA, unpublished.

Turbidity
mean

turb_mean ntu 500m Mean monthly turbidity (nephelometric turbidity units) 2003-2018, estimated from MODIS-Aqua satellite
imagery (Pinkerton et al., 2018). Source: NIWA, unpublished.

Chlorophyll-
A mean

chla_mean mg/m3 500m Mean monthly chlorophyll-A concentrations 2003-2018, estimated from MODIS-Aqua satellite imagery
(Pinkerton et al., 2018). Source: NIWA, unpublished.

Temperature
at depth

sf_temp °C 1km Annual mean water temperature at the seafloor, same methodology as dissolved oxygen layer. Source:
Stephenson et al. (2018); NIWA, unpublished.

Nitrogen
concentration
at depth

sf_nitrogen umol/l 1km Annual mean water nitrate concentration at the seafloor, same methodology as dissolved oxygen layer.
Source: Stephenson et al. (2018); NIWA, unpublished.

Salinity at
depth

sf_salinity psu 1km Annual mean salinity concentration at the seafloor, same methodology as dissolved oxygen layer. Source:
Stephenson et al. (2018); NIWA, unpublished.

Silicate
concentration
at depth

sf_silicate umol/l 30 arcsec Silica (influences marine primary productivity) data sourced from the World Ocean Atlas 2005 (Garcia
et al., 2006) and interpolated to 30 arcsec resolution (Davies and Guinotte, 2011). Source: Living Atlas of
the World (https://livingatlas.arcgis.com).

Aragonite
saturation at
depth

sf_aragonite Ω 30 arcsec Carbonate mineral (saturation state) data sourced from the World Ocean Atlas 2005 (Orr et al., 2005) and
interpolated to 30 arc-sec resolution (Davies and Guinotte, 2011). Source: Living Atlas of the World
(https://livingatlas.arcgis.com).

Distance to
shore

distland m n/a Shortest Euclidean distance of cell centroids to the topographic coastline of NZ. Coastline polygon shapefile
(Topo50 map series) sourced from LINZ (2020). Created in ArcGIS Pro using a 500m grid. Source: Land
Information New Zealand (LINZ).

Distance to
shelf break

dist500m m n/a Shortest Euclidean distance of cell centroids to shelf break (500m bathymetric isobath, similar to
Stephenson et al., 2020). Contour line extracted from shapefile layer of seafloor bathymetry. Created in
ArcGIS Pro using a 500m grid.
Variables in bold were retained for modelling after correlation analyses. The spatial resolution of the original data layer is prior to resampling to 500 m.
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et al., 2006; Elith et al., 2011; Phillips et al., 2017) and has been

shown to handle temporally or spatially correlated data (Afán

et al., 2014; Ramıŕez et al., 2014; Boria et al., 2017; Recio et al.,

2018; Hunter-Ayad et al., 2021). Maxent first assumes a uniform

probability distribution for a species in space and then applies

environmental variable constraints or features as functions to

determine a potential probability distribution that best fits the
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
data (Phillips et al., 2006). Maxent is similar to an

inhomogeneous Poisson point process and gives an estimate of

the intensity of occurrences at or near a grid cell centroid, which

can be scaled to probability of presence using a complementary

log-log link function (see Phillips et al., 2017). We fitted Maxent

models using subsets of presence points for the South Island (SI)

and the five regions representing each subpopulation. The SI
A B
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C

FIGURE 2

Environmental predictors (A-J) used in the final Maxent models. Study extent is a 75 km buffer off the east coast of the South Island, New
Zealand. Abbreviations and units correspond to those in Table 2. Colour gradients range from high/maximum (red) to low/minimum (blue).
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model used the complete dataset of one foraging dive location

per hour and 10,000 random background points (Barbet-Massin

et al., 2012). For the subpopulation models, we used foraging

locations from penguins originating from the specific region

(Table 1), 5,000 random background points, and the

environmental predictors for each regional extent.

Model optimisation and selection
We fitted 100 candidate models for the SI and each

subpopulation, 600 models total, to determine optimal input

parameters that are known to affect model complexity and

prediction accuracy while accounting for the random partitioning

of occurrence data (Merow et al., 2013; Radosavljevic and

Anderson, 2014) using the ENMeval package (v0.3.1) (Muscarella

et al., 2014). We selected the best combination of 20 regularisation

multipliers (1-15 in 0.5 increments) and five feature class (L, LQ,

LQH, LQHP, LQHPT, where L = linear, Q = quadratic, H = hinge,

P = product, T = threshold functions; refer to Elith et al. (2011) for

descriptions of each class) that minimised the sample size corrected

Akaike Information Criterion (AICc), a frequently used evaluation

measure of model fit and complexity (Warren and Seifert, 2011;

Radosavljevic and Anderson, 2014). Regularisation multipliers and

feature classes controls model complexity and fit, and tuning model

parameters has been shown to improveMaxent model performance

(Radosavljevic and Anderson, 2014).

Model evaluation
We employed k-fold cross-validation to evaluate the

performance of all candidate models. We partitioned occurrence

data into training and testing data using the “masked geographically

structured” sampling method called “checkerboard2” using

ENMeval to reduce inherent environmental biases and spatial

autocorrelation (Muscarella et al., 2014; Radosavljevic and

Anderson, 2014). To ensure the validation data were spatially

independent, background points that occurred in the same

geographic area as the testing data were not used for training.

We evaluated the final models using three statistics. The Area

Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) statistic

is a threshold-independent metric of model performance that

quantifies the probability from 0.5 (no discrimination between

presence and background point) to 1 (complete discrimination)

that a random occurrence is ranked higher than a random

background point (Phillips et al., 2006; Radosavljevic and

Anderson, 2014). Two additional threshold-dependent metrics

were calculated based on Omission Rates (OR) exceeding a

certain threshold. The ORMTP is a proportion of testing points

that have a suitability value (relative occurrence rate) less than the

lowest-ranking training point (minimum training presence); an

ORMTP of greater than 0 indicates model over-fitting. The OR10 is a

proportion of testing points that have a suitability value that is lower

than the lowest-ranking training point excluding the lowest 10% of

training points; an OR10 greater than 10% indicates model over-

fitting (Muscarella et al., 2014; Radosavljevic and Anderson, 2014).
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Model predictions
We fitted the final SI and subpopulation models using the

spatiotemporally filtered presence points and the optimal

regularisation multiplier and feature class combination using

the dismo package (v1.3-3) (Hijmans et al., 2020). For each

model, Maxent predicted a probability of presence in geographic

space using a cloglog output (Phillips et al., 2017; La Manna

et al., 2020). To extrapolate the potential distribution of all

yellow-eyed penguins breeding at any colony in the South Island,

we exchanged the distance to a tracked colony (distcolony) layer

with the distance to any colony layer (distcolonyall), keeping the

geographic extent and all other predictors the same. To account

for times outside of the breeding season, we fitted SI and

subpopulation models with the same input setting and

presences, but we excluded the distance to colony predictor

(referred to as non-breeding or “nb”models), following a similar

procedure to Mattern (2020). We used the same occurrence data

to enable comparisons between distance and no distance model

prediction maps, due to the lack of consistent seasonal

differences in home range (Hickcox, data unpub.).

We converted the South Island model predictions into a binary

environmental suitability map (Freeman and Moisen, 2008; Liu

et al., 2016). This map was derived from a threshold method that

assumed all areas with a predicted probability of presence equal to

or greater than a certain threshold had environmental conditions

suitable for occurrence (Ludynia et al., 2013; Hunter-Ayad et al.,

2021). We chose a threshold that maximised the sum of sensitivity

(true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate), such that

positive presences are just as likely to be incorrect as background

points (Freeman and Moisen, 2008; Liu et al., 2016; Hunter-Ayad

et al., 2021). The thresholds were 0.30 and 0.35 for the SI and SI (nb)

models, respectively.

We plotted response curves for each environmental variable

and ran a jack-knife analysis of variable importance for 2 final SI

and 10 final subpopulation models. Values were normalised to

percent contributions (PC) and were dependent upon the

specific path used by Maxent. Permutation importance (PI) is

determined by randomly permuting environmental variable

values for the training points and normalising the resulting

decrease in training AUC. We used ggplot2 (v3.3.3) (Wickham,

2016) and ggpubr (v0.4.0) (Kassambara, 2020) packages to create

all figures. All maps are shown in the New Zealand Transverse

Mercator 2000 projection.
Results

South Island models

For the SI model, the optimal input parameters that

minimised the AICc were LQHP for the feature classes and 7.5

for the regularisation multiplier (see Supplementary Material

Figures 2–6 for evaluation metric comparison plots for each SI
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and subpopulation model). Yellow-eyed penguins were

distributed non-uniformly across their entire South Island

marine range (Figure 3). The 135 individuals tracked over 164

deployments from 22 colonies (Table 1) foraged over the

continental shelf, with the most suitable foraging habitat lying

inshore (<20 km). The SI breeding season Maxent model

indicated that distance to the nearest breeding colony was the

most important predictor (Table 3) and had a negative

relationship to habitat suitability (Figure 4J). Dissolved oxygen

(DO) concentrations at depth had a permutation importance

(PI) of 13.4% while all other variables were less than 2.5%.

The models predicted that yellow-eyed penguins can

forage over a larger area outside of the breeding season
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when colony distance is not a limiting factor. Areas

excluded from the breeding SI model had a higher

predicted probability of presence (Figure 3B); for example,

the Canterbury Bight (south of Banks Peninsula) and the

Taieri Bight (north of the Taieri River mouth and south of the

Otago Peninsula; Figure 1). The concentration of DO at the

seafloor was the most important predictor (PI 45.9%;

Table 3), confirmed by a positive relationship with

probability of presence (Figure 5G). Mean turbidity had a

PI of 29.7% followed by the percentage of seafloor mud with a

PI of 16.0%. Both variables had a negative relationship with

probability of presence (Figure 5). All other variables had a

permutation importance of less than 2.5%.
A B

DC

FIGURE 3

Predicted probability of presence (cloglog) of yellow-eyed penguins in New Zealand across their South Island marine range (A, C). Binary
environmental suitability is shown on the right (B, D), with suitable habitat in red. The top two maps (A, B) include distance to the nearest colony
as a predictor variable (SI model), while the bottom maps (C, D) do not include distance (SI model (nb)).
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Regional models

During model evaluation, the following feature classes and

regularisation multipliers were found to minimise AICc in the

subpopulation models: Banks Peninsula – LQ 4.0; North Otago –

LQ 5.0; Otago Peninsula – LQHPT 7.0; Catlins – LQ 1; Stewart

Island – LQH 12.5.

The marine distribution of penguins breeding on Banks

Peninsula (n = 4 tracked penguins) extended east-southeast over

the relatively wide continental shelf (Figure 6). Distance to the

nearest colony was the most important variable in the model (PI

94.5%; Table 3), which resulted in a highly restricted, inshore

distribution with probabilities greater than 0.5 ranging up to

30 km off the coast. Habitat suitability decreased north or south

of Banks Peninsula (Figure 6). The Banks Peninsula (nb) model

predicted a high probability of presence (≥ 0.75) where current

speeds were greater than 0.25 m/s (PI 49.9%, Figure 5). The

concentration of DO (PI 23.2%) was positively related to presence,

while similar response curves with a negative relationship between

all four sediment types suggests penguins search for prey over a

more mixed seafloor substrate (Figures 5C–F) particularly as the

percentage of sand or carbonate material increased (PI 4.4% and
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10.9% respectively). All penguin dives occurred in areas with

greater than 47.6% sand and less than 50% gravel, mud, or

carbonate (Supplementary Material Table 1).

Yellow-eyed penguins breeding in North Otago (n = 13)

foraged east over a wide and shallow continental shelf (Figure 7).

Bathymetry and distance to the nearest colony were the most

important predictor variables (42.2% and 40.4%, respectively).

Response curves showed a positive relationship between

presence and bathymetry (Figure 4A), particularly at depths

less than 150 m, and a negative relationship with distance to

colony, which was similar to the Banks Peninsula response curve

(Figure 4J). Without distance, the North Otago model (nb)

predicted centres of suitable habitat further offshore in slightly

deeper water, although the overall north-south distribution

remained similar (Figure 7). The most important contributing

variables when distance was not considered were DO

concentration (PI 64.3%, Table 3), bathymetry (PI 17.7%), and

current strength (PI 13.1%), with all other variables having an PI

less than 3.5%. The mean depths at all dive locations in this

region were the shallowest (34.8 ± 15.2 m) compared to other

regions, with a maximum depth of only 88.8 m (Supplementary

Material Table 1).
TABLE 3 Percent contribution and permutation importance (highest in bold) for the environmental variables used in the South Island and five
regional Maxent models that include (B; breeding) and exclude (NB; non-breeding) distance to colony as a predictor.

Variable Banks Peninsula North Otago Otago Peninsula Catlins Stewart Island South Island

B NB B NB B NB B NB B NB B NB

Percent Contribution

bathymetry 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 25.0 39.1 8.3 3.0 0.3 0.5 1.8 1.1

carbon 4.3 14.8 1.0 6.7 0.5 3.9 0.0 5.6 3.4 0.0 0.2 0.5

currents 1.3 70.0 6.9 32.4 1.4 4.5 4.1 18.4 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.1

distcolony 91.2 – 68.2 – 57.4 – 72.9 – 22.6 – 84.4 –

gravel 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.5 0.7 1.5 4.9 3.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

mud 0.3 1.3 0.0 2.2 3.8 6.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.8 13.6

sand 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.3 3.0 3.0 3.9 1.8 0.0 0.0 1.9

sf_do 0.0 11.5 21.6 55.0 3.1 27.7 3.4 60.1 3.1 4.4 7.1 52.8

sst_mean 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 7.8 12.3 0.0 3.0 0.0 2.4 0.2 1.6

turb_mean 2.3 0.7 1.1 3.1 0.0 2.0 3.3 2.5 68.3 91.3 4.4 28.3

Permutation Importance

bathymetry 0.0 0.0 42.2 17.7 4.2 5.8 0.0 0.0 3.7 4.8 1.4 1.9

carbon 2.5 10.9 2.0 1.5 0.5 8.3 0.8 1.6 15.0 0.0 1.7 2.3

currents 1.0 49.9 3.0 13.1 3.4 18.7 2.7 23.3 0.0 4.6 0.1 0.9

distcolony 94.5 – 40.4 – 73.0 – 59.8 – 61.4 – 80.4 –

gravel 0.2 2.9 0.0 0.0 1.2 10.0 4.5 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0

mud 0.0 5.1 0.0 0.0 4.5 9.0 2.5 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 16.0

sand 0.1 4.4 1.2 0.0 0.8 12.3 2.5 8.9 2.7 0.0 0.1 1.0

sf_do 0.0 23.2 8.3 64.3 7.0 22.3 22.9 33.6 0.0 1.8 13.4 45.9

sst_mean 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.0 4.9 5.7 0.4 22.1 0.0 14.9 0.0 2.3

turb_mean 1.8 1.8 2.9 3.3 0.5 7.8 3.9 3.5 16.2 73.8 2.5 29.7
frontier
Percent contribution is the normalised, iterative increase in regularisation gain for each environmental variable, and permutation importance is the decrease in AUC when each variable is
randomly permuted on the training points of the final model.
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FIGURE 5

Response curves of each environmental predictor (A-I), excluding distance to colony, for each regional and South Island (SI) Maxent model
predicting yellow-eyed penguin marine distribution.
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FIGURE 4

Response curves of each environmental predictor (A-J), including distance to colony, for each regional and South Island (SI) Maxent model
predicting yellow-eyed penguin marine distribution.
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The Otago Peninsula Maxent model predicted that penguins

were more likely (probability > 0.5) to forage up to

approximately 35 km north, 20 km east, and 41 km south of

the Otago Peninsula (n = 50; Figure 8). Off the Otago Peninsula,
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
areas of suitable habitat were predicted for North Otago and

Catlins penguins due to foraging overlap, a trend not seen in

other regional models. Similar to the Banks Peninsula model,

distance to the nearest colony was the primary predictor (PI
A B

FIGURE 7

Distribution of suitable habitat for yellow-eyed penguins breeding on North Otago. The left map (A) depicts the predicted probability of presence (cloglog)
with distance to nearest colony included a predictor variable, while the right map (B) does not include distance to colony as a predictor (nb model).
A B

FIGURE 6

Distribution of suitable foraging habitat for yellow-eyed penguins breeding on Banks Peninsula. The left map (A) depicts the predicted
probability of presence (cloglog) with distance to nearest colony included a predictor variable, while the right map (B) does not include distance
to colony as a predictor (nb model).
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73.0%, Table 3), with PI of all others less than 7%. Compared to

other regions, penguins from the Otago Peninsula foraged

closest to their colonies, with a maximum distance to the

nearest colony of 33 km (mean 9 ± 6 km; Supplementary

Material Table 1). In non-breeding models, all remaining

predictors had a permutation importance ranging from 22.3%

(DO) to 5.7% (SST) (Table 3). Penguins were present in areas

with more sand or carbonate sediment (Figure 5). About 25 km

southwest of the Otago Peninsula, there was a distinct area

directly off the coast at the mouth of the Taieri River which was

predicted to be less suitable habitat for yellow-eyed penguins in

both breeding and non-breeding models (Figure 8).

The continental shelf off the Catlins coast is narrow, and

coastal waters are considerably deeper closer to shore. As a

result, penguins (n = 37) foraged in deeper water (mean depth

77.7 ± 34.0 m; Supplementary Material Table 1) with key areas

concentrated inshore (Figure 9); however, bathymetry was not a

significant predictor variable. Rather, response curves showed

similar relationships between environmental variables and the

probability of presence as the South Island model, particularly

for distance to the colony (PI 59.8%, Table 3) and DO (PI

22.9%). When distance was not considered, DO (PI 33.6%),

mean current speed (PI 23.3%), and SST (PI 22.1%) were

important to the model. Concentration of DO and SST had

positive relationships with probability of presence (Figure 5),

reflecting Banks Peninsula trends, although Catlins penguins

were more likely to forage in cooler and deeper water (mean SST
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12.0 ± 0.5°C; Supplementary Material Table 1). Catlins models

predicted suitable habitat approximately 37 km from the Clutha

River mouth (Figure 9), which is within the foraging range of

Otago Peninsula penguins; however, the Otago Peninsula model

predicted that Otago Peninsula penguins do not forage here.

Penguins from Stewart Island (n = 41) were predicted to

forage within 3.75 km of Port Pegasus and within Paterson Inlet,

but range further north of Codfish Island (Figure 10). Like the

other regional models, distance to colony was the most

important predictor (PI 61.4%; Table 3), followed by mean

turbidity (PI 16.2%) and percent carbonate seafloor substrate

(PI 15.0%). All other variables had a PI less than 4%,

corroborated by flat response curves (Figure 4). In models not

including distance, penguin distribution expanded further into

Foveaux Strait (Figure 10). Mean turbidity had a large PI of

73.8%, indicating that Stewart Island penguins foraged in the

least turbid waters compared to other regions (mean 0.5 ± 0.3

ntu; Supplementary Material Table 1). Response curves were

similar to those for the SI model, except for turbidity which

indicated a negative correlation with penguin presence when

greater than 0.15 ntu (Figure 5).
Discussion

This study is the first to compare the regional marine

distributions of yellow-eyed penguins and to determine
A B

FIGURE 8

Distribution of suitable habitat for yellow-eyed penguins breeding on Otago Peninsula. The left map (A) depicts the predicted probability of
presence (cloglog) with distance to nearest colony included a predictor variable, while the right map (B) does not include distance to colony as
a predictor (nb model).
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environmental predictor importance and general spatial patterns

of habitat suitability across regions. All Maxent models

confirmed that suitable foraging conditions for yellow-eyed

penguins occur in the neritic zone over the continental shelf in

waters less than 120-150 m deep. Similar to other central-place

foraging seabirds including gentoo penguins (Pygoscelis papua;

Harris et al., 2020), chinstrap penguins (P. antarcticus;

Warwick-Evans et al., 2018), Scopoli’s shearwaters (Calonectris

diomedea), and Cory’s shearwater (C. borealis; Afán et al., 2014),

distance to the nearest colony was consistently the most

important predictor of yellow-eyed penguin foraging

distribution. Its high permutation importance in all models,

ranging from 40.4% (North Otago) to 94.5% (Banks Peninsula),

indicates that predicted use of suitable foraging areas is

influenced more by colony proximity rather than by

environmental conditions or prey availability. Accessibility of

suitable foraging areas is likely a key determinant of breeding site

selection, and thus the extent of their terrestrial distribution

correlates to their foraging distribution as well.

Outside of the breeding season, penguins have no obligation

to return regularly to their colony and are known to travel

greater distances and for longer periods of time, which is

supported by observed differences in dive behaviour and

dispersal (Mattern, 2020; Young, 2022). When distance to the

nearest colony was excluded, predicted suitable habitat

expanded to include areas that post-breeding penguins could

potential disperse to over longer foraging trips during the

premoult and winter. Alternatively, these models could be

interpreted as a theoretical, annual (breeding and non-

breeding) distribution of habitat suitability for adult yellow-

eyed penguins including non-breeders especially because these
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models do not predict suitable habitat that is unjustifiable based

on their foraging behaviours (i.e., all areas are on the shelf in

depths less than approximately 200 m deep). Although these

models could also represent juvenile post-fledging dispersal,

unique juvenile foraging behaviour by Young et al. (2022)

suggests that separate models should be fitted to confirm

habitat suitability.
Environmental predictors

Factors relating to prey availability were the most important

determinants of yellow-eyed penguin foraging distribution and

habitat selection. Other factors including bathymetry, SST, and

seafloor sediment type had varying and marginal importance

when predicting suitable foraging habitat. As visual predators,

penguins rely on sight to identify, pursue, and capture prey

(Boersma and Rebstock, 2009; Agnew, 2014; Mattern et al.,

2018a). At the seafloor, light levels are diminished compared

to higher in the water column, so penguins are only able to

successfully capture benthic prey if visibility is adequate. As a

result, areas of less turbid waters were predicted to be more

suitable foraging habitat for yellow-eyed penguins. However,

this study considered mean monthly estimates, so these models

represent a mean tolerable range rather than a maximum/

minimum range of turbidity levels . Like al l other

environmental factors, there is a finite range of acceptable

turbidity that facilitates foraging success for yellow-eyed

penguins (i.e., ‘Goldilocks’ zone; Da Silva et al., 2021), and

while areas that exceed the mean turbidity range may be less

suitable for foraging, they are not completely unsuitable; for
A B

FIGURE 9

Distribution of suitable habitat for yellow-eyed penguins breeding in the Catlins. The left map (A) depicts the predicted probability of presence
(cloglog) with distance to nearest colony included a predictor variable, while the right map (B) does not include distance to colony as a predictor
(nb model).
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instance, yellow-eyed penguins are known to forage in areas of

poor visibility and high turbidity, particularly around Stewart

Island where aquaculture farms operate.

Alternatively, increased turbidity could be an indication of

nutrient mixing, sediment transport, or algal blooms due to

increased water movement from coastal tides, currents,

upwellings, or wind-driven waves (Bostock et al., 2019; Stevens

et al., 2019). These conditions yield higher productivity through

the water column, often mirrored at the seafloor because of

downward nutrient fluxes and trophic cascades. However, when

water becomes excessively turbid, light penetration, particularly

to deeper depths, is impeded (Davies-Colley and Smith, 2001)

which reduces photosynthesis at depth as well as the

concentration of by-products such as DO (Mahaffey et al.,

2020). Therefore, penguins foraging in less turbid waters

would also be foraging in areas of high concentrations of DO.

Similarly, DO had large permutation importance in most models

(nb), and habitat suitability was greater in areas with a moderate

DO concentration (5.9 – 6.3 ml/l). Consequently, there could be

an underlying co-variance effect between these variables,

although the saturation of oxygen in water is also dependent

on temperature, water density, salinity, and other physical

processes (Mahaffey et al., 2020). Since the indirect

associations between yellow-eyed penguin habitat suitability

and dynamic water properties including turbidity, DO, and

temperature, are likely more related to prey availability, the

potential global effects of climate change will have broad impacts

not only on ocean productivity and nutrient cycling but also on
Frontiers in Marine Science 15
prey and penguin occurrence and survival (Grémillet and

Boulinier, 2009).

Based on previous studies of the dive behaviour of yellow-eyed

penguins, which demonstrated a consistent and specialised

benthic foraging strategy (e.g., Mattern et al., 2007), we

hypothesised that seafloor depth would have a major influence

on yellow-eyed penguin marine space use. Although their

eastward dispersal from the coast is bounded by the continental

shelf and the shelf break, which occurs at approximate depths of

125-150 m (Carter et al., 1985; Sutton, 2003; Gorman et al., 2013;

Stevens et al., 2019), bathymetry had low importance in most of

the models. This is also contrary to previous baseline spatial

modelling showed its significance to regional habitat suitability

(Mattern, 2020). Local bathymetry does, however, determine

maximum dive depth which is variable across breeding sites.

For example, penguins dive to maximum depths of 38.4 to 41.1 m

off the coast of North Otago where mean seafloor depth is only

-34.8 m (Mattern et al., 2007). In the Catlins where the seafloor is

significantly deeper (mean depth -77.7 m), maximum dive depths

of 156.2 m were achieved (Young, data unpubl.) . Additionally,

dynamic predictors including DO, turbidity, and temperature are

in some way affected by bathymetry (Cox et al., 2018). For

instance, as depth increases, water temperature and DO

concentration at the seafloor decrease. Seafloor depth and

geomorphological features such as canyons or shelf breaks also

affect horizontal and vertical water circulation and facilitate

upwellings of nutrients (Cox et al., 2018), likely contributing to

the patchy distribution of prey aggregations.
A B

FIGURE 10

Distribution of suitable habitat for yellow-eyed penguins breeding on Stewart Island. The left map (A) depicts the predicted probability of
presence (cloglog) with distance to nearest colony included a predictor variable, while the right map (B) does not include distance to colony as
a predictor (nb model).
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Because yellow-eyed penguins dive to all depths within their

physiological capabilities, bathymetry is more of a threshold

predictor. They forage at any depth less than a certain

maximum depth. According to Wilson (1995), a c. 5.5 kg

yellow-eyed penguin can theoretically reach a maximum dive

depth of 146.6 m, so depths greater than this are less suitable for

benthic foraging while any depth less than approximately 150 m

could potentially be suitable habitat. This range denotes the

continental shelf, so other continuous predictors which are also

related to the continental shelf, such as DO and current strength,

outweigh the importance of bathymetry in these models.

Compared to pelagic fish, the abundance of benthic fish is

influencedmore by bottom features (e.g., reefs, gravel outcrops) and

substrate (Morrison et al., 2014 and references therein) than by

dynamic processes such as the strength of currents or SST (Mattern

et al., 2007). However, seafloor sediment type was not as important

to yellow-eyed penguin foraging distribution as originally

hypothesised, although fine-scale information may not be

captured due to the scale used in our SDMs. Sediment type

affected the Otago Peninsula penguin foraging range the most but

had little impact on the North Otago and Stewart Island

subpopulation models. If individuals exhibit foraging site fidelity

and prey type preferences but variability across the population is

high, the importance of seafloor sediment type would diminish as a

predictor variable. For example, some penguins from Stewart Island

might target mainly blue cod (Parapercis colias) on biogenic reefs,

while other penguins preferentially prey on opalfish (Hemerocoetes

sp.) in areas of gravel/coarse sand (Browne et al., 2011). Relatively

few prey species comprise the majority of a yellow-eyed penguin’s

diet (van Heezik, 1990), with a mean of 7.8 fish taxa identified from

faecal samples by DNA metabarcoding (Young et al., 2020). These

key species, however, are both pelagic and demersal, and the

demersal prey can be found in diverse seafloor habitats; blue cod

in disturbed, sandy or rocky benthic sediments (Morrison et al.,

2014), red cod (Pseudophycis bachus) occur on sandy or muddy

seafloors, and sprat (Sprattus sp.) can be found schooling midwater

and occasionally at the seafloor (van Heezik, 1990). If seafloor

sediment type is correlated with prey presence, then the weak

relationship between yellow-eyed penguin presence and sediment

type could be a result of the variation in diet. Areas of specific

seafloor sediment or geomorphology such as reefs, rock outcrops, or

trawl furrows might be cues for consistently productive prey

patches, or be used as orientation or navigational aids to

individual penguins (Mattern et al., 2013; van Eeden et al., 2016).

Along the east coast of the South Island, the northward flowing

Southland Current determines local marine conditions. The

Southland Current centres between -100 m and -40 m isobaths

and is the global Subtropical Front convergence zone of inshore,

warm, salty Subtropical Water and offshore, cold Subantarctic

Water (Sutton, 2003; Stevens et al., 2019). Yellow-eyed penguins

are associated with a productive frontal system, as are king penguins

(Aptenodytes patagonicus; Bost et al., 2009), Magellanic penguins

(Spheniscus magellanicus; Boersma and Rebstock, 2009), Fiordland
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penguins (Eudyptes pachyrhynchus; Mattern et al., 2018b), royal

penguins (Eudyptes schlegeli; Hull et al., 1997), and most other

penguin species. It is unknown whether this association is deliberate

and penguins exploit productive prey patches aggregated by the

front or simply that colonies are in proximity to the front. In

conjunction with the continental shelf, however, the Southland

Current is a boundary delineating selected foraging areas (Bost

et al., 2009).
Conclusions

This study predicted the extent of suitable marine foraging

habitat of yellow-eyed penguins in New Zealand for the first time.

Regional variation was observed in habitat selection across their

South Island extent, and dynamic variables related to prey

availability were often the most important predictors in model

predictions. Marine predators, including yellow-eyed penguins

(Webster, 2018), are contending with anthropogenic exploitation

of resources, marine habitat change and disturbance (Trathan et al.,

2015), bycatch risks (Crawford et al., 2017), and climate change

(Mattern et al., 2017). However, quantification of these threats and

dynamic processes or temporal variability (e.g., after extreme

weather events, El Niño Southern Oscillation) is not easily

represented in species distribution models. For instance, since

there is little evidence that foraging distances have changed

significantly over time (Ellenberg and Mattern, 2012; Muller

et al., 2021; Elley et al., 2022; Young, 2022), studies comparing

diving behaviour (e.g., dive depth, bottom time) and diet over time

may more clearly identify patterns of environmental change.

Additionally, high quality environmental and commercial

fisheries data are often unavailable or inaccessible, and the overall

risk from fisheries interactions (e.g., overfishing, bycatch) remains

largely unknown. By quantifying long-termmarine habitat selection

and space use, this study provides a more robust foundation for

future studies of the spatial and temporal interactions between

yellow-eyed penguins and their environment. These baseline

models can be refined in future studies to investigate trends in

distribution and environmental predictors over time. We can then

predict possible shifts in the extent and location of foraging areas

and where penguins might face increased or new anthropogenic

threats, particularly if they move beyond targeted protected areas.

The conservation of this endangered seabird depends on modelling

studies such as these to identify critically important marine habitat

and for identifying where future marine reserves should be located

that account for the spatial variability in penguin foraging range.
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